Building Green
Meet an award-winning,
environmentally-conscious builder
on the Shoreline
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GREEN IS NOT JUST
ANYMORE — IT’S COOL.

CRUNCHY

And, if you are a green builder like Bill
Freeman, you’re likely to be the hit of the
party. “Nowadays, when you’re at a
cocktail party and you say that you are a
‘green’ builder, everyone wants to talk to
you. No one thinks you are a crunchy,
hippie anymore,” says Freeman, laughing
about how times have changed. Freeman
is an award-winning, environmentallyconscious
builder
based
on
the
shoreline. There is a definite eco-friendly
push in new construction, agrees
Freeman’s nephew, Joe Sarfaty, who
works with Freeman at Celebration
Development Group, in Madison. Sarfaty
explains, “From a societal standpoint
building ‘green’ has definitely gained more
traction in recent years and sustainability is
something that everyone is more interested
in.” Freeman’s motto of “build smart,” 35
years of experience and a hippie
sensibility, coupled with a scientific
background and a spirit for technological
innovations, have allowed him to thrive in
the “green” building arena. Giving today’s
environmentally-aware clients what they
want, while challenging himself and his
team, Freeman pushes to construct uberattractive, high energy efficient, eco-friendly
homes with reduced operating costs.
One of his latest building projects — a

5,600-square-foot, well-appointed home in
Essex with electric heat, is so energy
efficient, it had a winter electric bill of under
$200. (Now we’re talking “green” here —
both financially and environmentally.) On
average, Freeman’s building practices save
his clients approximately $4,000 a year in
energy costs, he estimates. “You have to
really pay attention to every single minute
detail when you are doing this kind of
building,” Freeman says. “Everything has to
be sealed to create a perfect envelope for
the home, no leaks. No matter where you
stand in these homes you will not feel a
draft, anywhere,” he boasts.

Not surprisingly, Freeman is the winner of
the Home Building Industry (HOBI) Award
from the Home Builder’s Association (HBA)
of
Connecticut
for
his
group’s
Pettipaug/Fenwick project, which was
recognized as the “Best Energy Efficient
Remodel.” “We recognized the value of
building energy efficient homes several

years ago and ever since we have really
committed ourselves to this endeavor. I
think it shows in the quality of all our
homes,” says Sarfaty with satisfaction.
Freeman, who is also a volunteer
firefighter, attributes his desire to build
green and be conservation minded in part
to his “Yankee mentality.” “I’ve always
been interested in technology and I have
always been a little earthy and crunchy,
constantly looking for ways to improve
energy
conservation,”
he
explains.
“Building green is important, it’s scientific
and it’s interesting.” He adds, “The
technology alone is fascinating, it keeps
you learning and in the grand scheme of
things, if me and my company can
contribute to reducing our own carbon
footprints as well as those of the owners of
these homes, then we have really
accomplished something here.” By here,
Freeman means his 14 lot proverbial “field
of dreams” subdivision named Heron Pond,
located in Essex. He likens the homes he
has built here his eco-friendly Prius. “The
Pruis gives you great gas mileage; these
homes
give
you
great
energy
efficiency.” However, these homes are
more in the class of Cadillac’s when it
comes to comfort and beauty. Behind the
scenes is where the energy savings really
happens, starting with sturdy 2-by-6
construction and a very new, very practical
energy-efficient insulation that wraps the
house in an “envelope” to ensure maximum
energy conservation. The insulation is an
Agribalance soy based open cell spray
foam, which prevents any thermal breaks in
the home and aids in maintaining a more
constant temperature. This sustainable
product is approximately 15 to 20 percent
more costly than conventional insulation.
However, there are tax credits for using this
type eco-friendly product and the yearly
energy savings make up for the additional
upfront cost over time, explains Freeman.

In addition, the heating and cooling source
is geothermal, which taps into the free,
renewable solar energy stored in the
ground, exchanging heat with the earth’s
energy, pulled into the home through
polyethylene underground pipes and is
distributed throughout the home by using
conventional duct systems as warm air. In
the cooling mode, this heating process is
reversed.
In
an
average
home,
approximately two-thirds of the annual
energy bill is due to the heating, cooling
and hot water production, so implementing
the geothermal system greatly reduces
energy costs as well energy use. Other
green measures Freeman and his team
frequently use are tank-less water heaters
and ultra-efficient toilets, offering two flush
options; a half flush for liquid waste and a
full flush for solids. Plus, LED lighting and
an array of high-end, Energy Star
appliances, as well as natural based
finishes, low argon, thermal pane windows,
solar power (when lot locations allows for
it) and eco friendly materials such as waterbased paint with low odor and zero VOCs
(volatile organic compounds) levels and
carpets made 39 percent from corn sugars
and renewable resources. On the exterior,
hardy plank siding is used to create a
super-low
maintenance,
eco-sensitive
shell.

there was a huge element of trust going on
here and Bill and his team never let us
down,” says Rich Pierce, who is visibly
proud of his new green home. “I love my
house,” agrees Jean Pierce. “We couldn’t
have asked for more.”

All of this careful attention to detail and
these fastidious building practices result in
well-constructed, beautiful homes with
HERS ratings in the 40s. A HERS rating is
an index number that is a national standard
for measuring a home’s energy efficiency,
much like a mpg rating for a car – but here
the lower number, the better. A HERS
index of 0 is called a “Zero Energy Home.”
Most homes are around 100 and older
homes are much higher. Homes that
Freeman has built in Heron Pond have
HERS ratings of 46. One such residence
Freeman custom built and designed for the
Pierce’s, who have lived and traveled all
over the world. They wanted a sturdy, wellbuilt, eco- sensitive, energy efficient home.
Freeman and his team delivered that and
more. With a grand front foyer and
expansive staircase, locally-milled hard
wood flooring, energy efficient Windsor
windows, coffered, nine-foot high ceilings,
a Florida room, home gym and an open
living area, the Pierce’s got everything they
wanted in this 5,000-plus square foot
dream home. But here’s the kicker - their
energy bills are lower than most houses
half the size. “We were two thousand miles
away in Colorado, spending a lot of money,
	
  

The more diminutive, 3,000-square-foot
cape across the street from the Pierce’s, is
currently on the market. It also boasts a
HERS rating of 46 and has been named an
“Outstanding Spec Home” from the
Connecticut Zero Energy Challenge, which
Freeman participated in, in 2010. With an
open living area, two gas fireplaces, ninefoot-high ceilings and extensive crown
molding throughout, this home has all the
amenities one expects in an upscale
subdivision but its green to boot.

“My wife, Alicia Dolce, Joe and myself all
run this company and we love what we do,
but most importantly we are proud of what
we do. Sometimes building a home in a
‘green’ way means a loss in profit and I
know it may sound hokey, but being
environmentally responsible, at this point,
is not only more exciting it’s more
important,” reflects Freeman on his home
building choices.
For more information about Celebration
Development Group and their “green”
practices,
go
to
www.celebrationcontracting.com. Editor
’s note: This story was reprinted from our
home design magazine, Coastal Homes.

